Email Security and
Data Protection
Email encryption, data loss prevention, anti-malware
and spam protection
ÌÌ Meet all your needs with one
license and one budget
ÌÌ Protect sensitive data with
integrated encryption
ÌÌ Prevent information loss with
DLP that we configure for you
ÌÌ Block the latest spam, malware,
and evolving zero-day threats

ÌÌ Deploy your choice of secure
mail gateway or message server
solution in hardware, software, or
virtual form factors
ÌÌ Scale to process hundreds of
thousands of messages daily
ÌÌ Never deal with updates or
upgrades again
ÌÌ Get support any time

This single license gives you a lot more for your anti-spam
budget. Get the email encryption and data loss prevention
(DLP) that you need to comply with data protection and privacy
laws. And, you get protection from the latest threats and spam
campaigns. We make it easy and affordable to have the most
complete security for your email, both at your network gateway
and on your mail servers.

What you get:
ÌÌ Protects sensitive data with
automatic email encryption
ÌÌ Reduces the risk of data loss with
pre-packaged DLP definitions
ÌÌ Blocks known and zero-day threats
with our proven antivirus engine
ÌÌ Stops more than 99% of spam —
no complex configuration required
ÌÌ Offers you email encryption,
DLP, anti-malware and antispam in one license
ÌÌ Saves time with easy configuration,
management and reporting tools
ÌÌ Choose the form-factor that fits you
best: hardware, software or virtual
ÌÌ Cluster or scale your solution
to meet the most demanding
message environments
ÌÌ Includes automatic upgrades,
24-hour technical support
and a three-year, advance
replacement hardware warranty

Try it now for free
Register for a free 30-day evaluation
at sophos.com/en-us/products/
free-trials/email-security-and-dataprotection.aspx.
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Secure your messaging –
effectively and simply
Encrypt sensitive emails Our Email Appliances include
our new patent-pending SPX Encryption. Regulatory
compliance and policy based encryption has never
been easier. There’s no software to install and it works
seamlessly with DLP to automatically protect your data.
Prevent data loss You get content-aware data loss
prevention with hundreds of included sensitive data
definitions. And we’re constantly updating them at no charge
to you. You’ll have an effective policy up and running in just a
few clicks. And, consistent policy is a snap because you get
the same DLP across endpoint and gateway.
Block threats You’ll also eliminate known and unknown
zero-day threats from your email. We stop previously unseen
threats by analyzing their behaviour before they have a
chance to run.
Stop spam We block more than 99% of spam using a
variety of techniques. Our Sender Genotype technology
stops most spam based on the reputation of the sender
alone. Live Anti-Spam catches the rest using our cloud
service, leaving your inboxes and junk folders spam free.

The right tool for the right job
Have you ever wondered if you’re better off
with gateway or mail server protection?
We say you need both, for good reasons.
Gateway and mail server protection Choose our
email appliances to protect your sensitive data and
block incoming spam before it hits your mail servers.
Combine this with protection on your Exchange or
Domino server and be confident that your internal email
isn’t distributing malware or nasty content as well.
Having Gateway and mail server protection doesn’t have to
cost more — pair one of our secure mail gateway products
with one of our mail server products in the same license.

Secure Mail Gateway Products
Hardware Appliances Our robust, high-performance
Email Appliances provide complete protection with less
effort. We monitor our appliances remotely and automate
most day-to-day maintenance tasks for you. Choose
from four different hardware appliance models, with
clustering support for added performance and uptime.
Virtual Appliances We now offer the Sophos Managed
Appliance experience for virtualized environments.
You get exactly the same great capabilities as our
hardware appliances. Our virtual appliances come in
a standard OVF image, optimized for VMware virtual
servers. You’ll need only minutes to download and
install them. Our Virtual Appliances make it easy for
your organization to stay secure, while you get all the
savings and flexibility that come with virtualization.
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PureMessage for UNIX We also have a carriergrade open architecture mail security platform. It’s a
powerful, scalable and highly configurable software
gateway solution. If you manage messaging security
for a very large enterprise organization, higher
education institution or service provider and want the
best in flexibility, PureMessage for UNIX is for you.

Mail Server Products
PureMessage for Microsoft Exchange Secure your
Windows SMTP gateways and Microsoft Exchange message
servers. PureMessage for Microsoft Exchange is highly
scalable and fully integrates with Active Directory. You’ll set
up content rules and apply them to inbound, outbound and
internal mail across multiple servers quickly and easily.
PureMessage for Lotus Domino (sold separately)
We’ve designed email protection specifically for your
Lotus Domino infrastructure. You get anti-malware, antispam, and content control for inbound, outbound and
internal email traveling through your Domino databases
and mailboxes. And management and configuration
is easy with a central Lotus Notes-based console.
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Features & Capabilities
Email Appliances
(Hardware/Virtual)

PureMessage for UNIX

PureMessage for Exchange

PureMessage for Domino

Network Gateway

Network Gateway

Exchange Server/Cluster

Domino Server/Cluster

3 years

N/A

N/A

N/A

Deployment
Network Gateway or Mail Server
Threat protection
Sophos Anti-virus
Zero-day protection
Malicious URL blocking
Spam protection
Sender Genotype Reputation Filtering
Live Anti-spam
Data protection
Integrated policy-based SPX Encryption
Integrated TLS encryption
Content filtering rules
Offensive content blocking
Content aware DLP
SophosLabs managed DLP dictionaries
Management
Real-time dashboard
Policy based reporting
Support
Managed appliance service
24/7/365 Support
Free updates/upgrades
Advance replacement warranty

Try it now for free
Register for a free 30-day evaluation
at sophos.com/en-us/products/
free-trials/email-security-anddata-protection.aspx.
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